1. Prevent Sexual Harassment / Sexual Assaults through education and training; follow CSA’s Five Imperatives
2. Treat all with Dignity and Respect; no hazing or mistreatment of any Cadet
3. Reduce Alcohol Related incidents, through training, gradual introduction, and mature use
4. Be physically fit; excel in APFT, all Cadets pass HT/WT standards and IOCT
5. Inculcate and think of the Honor Code as a way of Life, not as a regulation
1. **Cadet professional development is priority #1** – every contact with Cadets is a teachable moment about the Army

2. **Communicate, communicate, communicate** - laterally, upward and downwards - always asking who else needs to know; build bridges

3. **Treat all decisions** and provide **guidance based upon** how we would conduct in the Army

4. **Quality of Life for our Cadets** – DFAC, Barracks, and DCA related activities

5. **High Risk Cadets** – Medical / Physical / Military – ID and intervene early, attempt to develop and correct

6. **Cadet Record Brief** – Update, use for counseling, development. Update the CPRs

7. **West Point Leader Development System** – know the outcomes and incorporate into development and counseling

8. **PME2** – this is a priority, put the right attention and resources up against

9. **Prioritize Leader Development for USCC for our own Officers, NCOs and Civilians.** We want a group of JR Officers and NCOs to be excited about going back to the Army after their tour here.

10. **Command Climate** – set a tone that is inclusive, collegial and professional for the Corps of Cadets to observe